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Commandant
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Next Meeting

TAPS

Thursday, March 12
At 19:00
VFW Post #4364
5773 62nd Street N, Pinellas Park
There were no announcements of the passing of Marines
this month from
The Department of Florida
Marine Corps League

but let us not forget.
6845 American Service Personnel who made the ultimate
sacrifice in Operations in Iraq and Afghanistan

“May They Rest in Peace”
Stop by and participate in the camaraderie of your fellow Marines. Occasionally some of the older veterans
show up to tell us what it was like in “The Old Corps”.

If you need a ride, arrangements can be made
by contacting Phil Calhoun at (727) 744-9345
a couple of hours or more before the meeting

Monthly Service at Bay Pines National Cemetery
There are Services held on the first Tuesday of
each month for Vets with no family. The time is
15:00 and the uniform is red shirt, cover and
black trousers. As always your presence is appreciated.

Next Service

We have a special “Share-A-Ride” program. Call us and
somebody will pick you up. No Sweat!

Tuesday, March 3, 2013 at 13:00
Bay Pines National Cemetery
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extended to the “Detachment 57 Team” who finished last. In all fairness it should be noted that
there was not much difference between the first
place and last place scores.

Sgt Jessie Davila Memorial Golf Classic was
a huge success.
The Sgt Jessie Davila Golf Classic was held to memorialize Sgt Jessie Davila and to raise money for
Marine Veteran’s Scholarships. Sgt. Davila was
killed on February 20, 2006, while on mission in
Baghdad, Iraq.

There are not enough good things to be said
about the work done by Javier Centanzio in putting the tournament together. A very high standard was set. Semper Fi Javier!

92 golfers, 10 volunteers and several generous
sponsors all pitched in to raise $8500. In Marine
parlance, everything about the outing was “4.0”.
The tournament was extremely well organized
and the weather cooperated in fine Florida fashion. Beer and cigars were included in the price, all
of which added up to make for a very enjoyable
event.
A “special” driver was provided in the form of an
M4 carbine adapted to fire golf balls. For an additional donation golfers were permitted to “drive”
one ball off of the 13th tee. 330 yard drives were
common. The “Driver” does not come with a
head cover but think of all the money saved on
tees.

The Detachment 57 Team receives it’s “Last Place Finish” Award. (left to right) an unidentified last minute
“draftee”, Mike Cashman, Tournament Chairman Javier
Centanzio, Penny Weston and Bob Decker

Food was provided after the tournament when
raffles were held, winners were announced and
prizes awarded. Special recognition should be

(above) The M4 carbine,
adapted to fire golf balls was a
big hit.

(left) Penny Weston models
what we hope is not the new
uniform standard for Marines
who play golf

Javier Centanzio, the Marine who made it all happen.
Well Done!
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Marines did not “hand over” weapons during departure from Yemen
Submitted by Top Flick
HEADQUARTERS MARINE CORPS, WASHINGTON ‹ The Marine Security Force left the American embassy in Yemen for the movement to the
airfield as part of the "ordered departure" with
only personal weapons. All crew served weapons
were destroyed at the embassy prior to movement. None of them were 'handed over' in any
way to anyone. The destruction of weapons at the
embassy and the airport was carried out in accordance with an approved destruction plan.

A Rose Sale was held at the new Northeast Publix on Saturday, Feb. 21. It was a one day event
and competition with the Girl Scouts limited
collections to $409. No fire fights between Girl
Scouts and Marines were reported. When asked
how many Girl Scout cookies were purchased
the Commandant responded with “no comment” (burrrp).

Upon arrival at the airfield, all personal weapons
were rendered inoperable in accordance with advance planning. Specifically, each bolt was removed from its weapons body and rendered inoperable by smashing with sledgehammers. The
weapons bodies, minus the bolts, were then separately smashed with sledgehammers. All of these
destroyed components were left at the airport -and components were scattered; no usable weapon was taken from any Marine at Sana'a airport.
To be clear: No Marine handed a weapon to a
Houthi, or had one taken from him.

Ken Friend and Top Flick seem to be holding down the
chairs quite well. Hope the OOD doesn’t come by.

A Message to all the Ladies of the World

Phil Calhoun and Don Gillis standing by to ambush their next victim for a donation
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stories and ask Congress for more research dollars to cure, prevent and better treat arthritis.
The Department of Defense has an active research program and we want more of those dollars to go to arthritis. Research advances there
mean research advances for all people with arthritis, and eventually a cure.

Arthritis Foundation is requesting assistance from veterans
Submitted by Bob Decker
This is an announcement from the Arthritis
Foundation.
One in four veterans has doctor-diagnosed arthritis, a diagnosis that is the second highest
cause of military discharge. We want to tell your
stories and ask Congress for more research dollars to cure, prevent and better treat arthritis.
The Department of Defense has an active research program and we want more of those dollars to go to arthritis. Research advances there
mean research advances for all people with arthritis, and eventually a cure.

The Arthritis Foundation is devoting more of our
attention and legislative agenda to the higher incidence of arthritis among veterans and military
service personnel. We want to help tell the personal stories of all people with arthritis, prompting the need for more research dollars from the
Department of Defense.

The Arthritis Foundation is devoting more of our
attention and legislative agenda to the higher incidence of arthritis among veterans and military
service personnel. We want to help tell the personal stories of all people with arthritis, prompting the need for more research dollars from the
Department of Defense.

To show the importance of this issue, the Foundation is drafting a report on the effects of arthritis among military personnel and why this population requires additional attention. We hope to
dedicate an entire section of the report to sharing
the personal stories of military personnel with
arthritis. Help us reach this goal by sending your
stories.

To show the importance of this issue, the Foundation is drafting a report on the effects of arthritis among military personnel and why this population requires additional attention. We hope to
dedicate an entire section of the report to sharing
the personal stories of military personnel with
arthritis. Help us reach this goal by sending your
stories.

If you are an active duty service member, a caregiver or a veteran who has arthritis as a result of
your military service, please share your experiences. For further questions, or to help with this
project, please contact a local arthritis volunteer,
LaRita Jacobs, at laritajacobs@gmail.com
Thanks in advance for your help, and thank you
for your service.

If you are an active duty service member, a caregiver or a veteran who has arthritis as a result of
your military service, please share your experiences. One in four veterans has doctor-diagnosed
arthritis, a diagnosis that is the second highest
cause of military discharge. We want to tell your
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the movie, you should not be dating. My daughter is putting on her makeup, a process that can take longer than
painting the Golden Gate Bridge. Instead of just standing
there, why don't you do something useful, like changing
the oil in my car?

Rules for dating a Marine’s daughter
Rule One - If you pull into my driveway and honk you'd
better be delivering a package, because you're sure not
picking anything up.
Rule Two - You do not touch my daughter in front of me.
You may glance at her, so long as you do not peer at anything below her neck. If you cannot keep your eyes or
hands off of my daughter's body, I will remove them.

Rule Eight - The following places are not appropriate for
a date with my daughter: Places where there are beds,
sofas, or anything softer than a wooden stool. Places
where there are no parents, policemen, or nuns within
eyesight. Places where there is darkness. Places where
there is dancing, holding hands, or happiness. Places
where the ambient temperature is warm enough to induce my daughter to wear shorts, tank tops, midriff Tshirts, or anything other than overalls, a sweater, and a
goose down parka zipped up to her throat. Movies with a
strong romantic or sexual theme are to be avoided; movies which features chain saws are okay. Hockey games are
okay. Old folks homes are better.

Rule Three—I am aware that it is considered fashionable
for boys of your age to wear their trousers so loosely that
they appear to be falling off their hips. Please don't take
this as an insult, but you and all of your friends are complete idiots. Still, I want to be fair and open- minded
about this issue, so I propose this compromise: You may
come to the door with your underwear showing and your
pants ten sizes too big, and I will not object. However, In
order to ensure that your clothes do not, in fact, come off
during the course of your date with my daughter, I will
take my electric nail gun and fasten your trousers securely in place to your waist.

Rule Nine - Do not lie to me. I may appear to be a potbellied, balding, middle-aged, dimwitted has-been. But on
issues relating to my daughter, I am the all-knowing,
merciless god of your universe. If I ask you where you are
going and with whom, you have one chance to tell me the
truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth. I have a
shotgun, a shovel, and five acres behind the house. Do
not trifle with me.

Rule Four - I'm sure you've been told that in today's
world, sex without utilizing a "barrier method" of some
kind can kill you. Let me elaborate, when it comes to sex,
I am the barrier, and I will kill you.
Rule Five - In order for us to get to know each other, we
should talk about sports, politics, and other issues of the
day. Please do not do this. The only information I require
from you is an indication of when you expect to have my
daughter safely back at my house, and the only word I
need from you on this subject is "early."

Rule Ten - Be afraid. Be very afraid. It takes very little for
me to mistake the sound of your car in the driveway for a
chopper coming in over a rice paddy outside of Chu Lai.
When my Agent Orange or Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) starts acting up, the voices in my head frequently tell me to clean the guns as I wait for you to
bring my daughter home. As soon as you pull into the
driveway you should exit your car with both hands in
plain sight. Speak the perimeter password, announce in a
clear voice that you have brought my daughter home
safely and early, then return to your car. There is no need
for you to come inside. The camouflaged face at the window is mine.

Rule Six - I have no doubt you are a popular fellow, with
many opportunities to date other girls. This is fine with
me as long as it is okay with my daughter. Otherwise,
once you have gone out with my little girl, you will continue to date no one but her until she is finished with
you. If you make her cry, I will make you cry.
Rule Seven: - As you stand in my front hallway, waiting
for my daughter to appear, and more than an hour goes
by, do not sigh and fidget. If you want to be on time for
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Our Sponsors

Get ready for the time of your life!
We believe that a PLAN is a powerful tool.

Achieving your long-term financial objectives hinges on having the
right plan - a plan that fits your unique circumstances.
What are your retirement dreams?
What kind of legacy will you leave behind?

Cash Flow & Retirement Planning is our focus

.

Registered Financial Consultant® • Certified Senior Advisor®
Certified Retirement Financial AdvisorTM
Member of NAIFA - National Association of Insurance and Financial Advisors
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